
 
 

 

 

Hello, 
FLUDIA Newsletter is back with quite a few topics
connected sensor pack, our future online
upcoming E-world show in Essen (Germany).

 
 

  

AWS Summit Paris
Palais des Congrès to connect, collaborate and learn more about AWS. The 
event attracts technology professionals from all industries and skill levels who 
want to learn how AWS can help them innovate rap
and reliable solutions

Fludia is taking part in this event and will present a demonstration of its 
wattalive™ real-time display solution
services (IoT Core, Lambda, DynamoDB, EC2).

Based on real-time visualization of electricity consumption
wattalive™ was designed to raise awareness
sustainably among all occupants of a building
savings. 

It is an educational tool, displaying consumption fluctuations in real 
time and providing daily reminders
expressed as savings. This solution relies on a 
robust measurement and collection architecture, based on 
innovative sensors designed by Fludia, including 
IoT technology. 

The subject of energy performance then becomes a living, visible, tangible, shared reality, which involves 
occupants, technical teams, and energy efficiency providers.

 

Fludia offers a pack composed of an electricity consumption sensor and an indoor 
temperature sensor, combined with an F
solution for collecting energy data for small and medium
it possible to take a closer look at the performance of electric heating.

FM232e sensor measures electricity consumption from the existing meter and 
FM232t sensor measures temperature in the premises. Both transm
frames containing several successive measurement values at regular intervals to 
the F-Link, which forwards them to Fludia server via 
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FLUDIA Newsletter is back with quite a few topics: Fludia participation in Amazon AWS Summit event, 
online shop, a new feature in Wattspirit, a new datalogger version and t

in Essen (Germany). 

   wattalive™ demo at AWS Summit, April 12 in Paris

AWS Summit Paris brings together the cloud computing community at the 
Palais des Congrès to connect, collaborate and learn more about AWS. The 
event attracts technology professionals from all industries and skill levels who 
want to learn how AWS can help them innovate rap
and reliable solutions. 

Fludia is taking part in this event and will present a demonstration of its 
time display solution, made remotely accessible thanks to a processing chain using AWS 

DynamoDB, EC2). 

time visualization of electricity consumption, 
raise awareness concretely and 

occupants of a building about energy 

displaying consumption fluctuations in real 
time and providing daily reminders of objectives and results 

. This solution relies on a plug&play and 
measurement and collection architecture, based on 

Fludia, including long-range LoRa 

The subject of energy performance then becomes a living, visible, tangible, shared reality, which involves 
and energy efficiency providers. 

   New product: connected “electricity + temperature” pack

Fludia offers a pack composed of an electricity consumption sensor and an indoor 
temperature sensor, combined with an F-Link mini-concentrator. This Plug&Play 

for small and medium-sized buildings makes 
it possible to take a closer look at the performance of electric heating. 

electricity consumption from the existing meter and 
temperature in the premises. Both transmit radio 

frames containing several successive measurement values at regular intervals to 
Link, which forwards them to Fludia server via the existing Internet access. 
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shop, a new feature in Wattspirit, a new datalogger version and the 

AWS Summit, April 12 in Paris 

brings together the cloud computing community at the 
Palais des Congrès to connect, collaborate and learn more about AWS. The 
event attracts technology professionals from all industries and skill levels who 
want to learn how AWS can help them innovate rapidly and deliver flexible 

Fludia is taking part in this event and will present a demonstration of its 
, made remotely accessible thanks to a processing chain using AWS 

The subject of energy performance then becomes a living, visible, tangible, shared reality, which involves 

 

New product: connected “electricity + temperature” pack 
 



 
 

 

 

We wanted to simplify the unit purchase of 
creating an online shop. The few following references will appear as 
soon as the shop will be online: FM432e, FM232e, FM232t, F
“Elec+Temperature” pack, FM332Log. 

It will be possible to select a product
credit card. The site is almost finalized and will be available before the 
end of April. We will keep you informed

 
Wattspirit
understanding 
in detail the consumption of 
thus improve energy performance.
People who are inte
One of the questions that often comes up concerns the interest of self
consumption.
It is to address this subject that Fludia team has developed 
for 
 
 
 
 

It consists in superimposing examples of 
production curves on one's own measured 
consumption curve. To better understand the 
consumption topic, it is possible to 
options for the roof inclination, its 
size of the panels or their performance
graph: South orientation; below: East orientation)

 
 
To know more about this solution: http://www.wattspirit.com
Warning: At the time being, Wattspirit offer is only available in France
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Fludia shop is co

purchase of some of our references by 
. The few following references will appear as 

: FM432e, FM232e, FM232t, F-Link, 
 

select a product directly on the site and pay by 
finalized and will be available before the 

pril. We will keep you informed! 

Appreciation of self-consumption 

Wattspirit solution was developed by Fludia as a tool dedicated to 
understanding home electricity consumption. It makes it possible to study 
in detail the consumption of main electrical equipment
thus improve energy performance. 
People who are interested in Wattspirit ask themselves various questions. 
One of the questions that often comes up concerns the interest of self
consumption. 
It is to address this subject that Fludia team has developed 
for discovering the impact of self-consumption
 
 
 
 

superimposing examples of solar 
on one's own measured 

consumption curve. To better understand the self-
, it is possible to choose different 

, its orientation, the 
performance (opposite 

East orientation) 

 

http://www.wattspirit.com 
offer is only available in France 
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Fludia shop is coming soon! 

consumption potential with Wattspirit 

solution was developed by Fludia as a tool dedicated to 
electricity consumption. It makes it possible to study 

electrical equipments in the house and 

rested in Wattspirit ask themselves various questions. 
One of the questions that often comes up concerns the interest of self-

It is to address this subject that Fludia team has developed a new feature 
tion. 



 
 

 

 

FM300 sensor, a datalogger for electricity meters was starting to be a little 
dated. It is now replaced by 

What does not change? It always involves 
measuring an electricity consumption 
curve from the 
and retrieving 
product's memory after a 
transferring it to a PC).

 

What changes? 

-  Optical reader is now compatible with 
meters (Linky), electronic (flashing diode), electromechanical 
(rotating disk). 

- Supplied software (FM332Log_App) is easily installed not only on 
on macOS or Linux. 

- System remains on time even if the optical reader is disconnected from the battery box.
- The .csv measurement file can be 
- More industrialized, the new datalogger is offered at a 

This tool is particularly well suited to engineering and control office
based on precise load curves (1-minute power values) measured over a period of a few weeks
To find out more about FM332Log 

 
 

 

 

The E-world show initially scheduled for last February will 

Fludia will of course take part in the new edition of this leading trade show 
focusing on energy supply and services

Mark your calendars and come and meet Rémy Marot at the Business France 
Pavilion: Hall 4 - Stand 4-310F to discover our latest solutions for measuring and 
collecting energy consumption and to discuss all your projects.

To find out more about: https://www.e-world

 

 Please feel free to send us your comments for the next edition. 
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A new datalogger version: the FM332Log replaces the 

FM300 sensor, a datalogger for electricity meters was starting to be a little 
ated. It is now replaced by the FM332Log. 

What does not change? It always involves 
measuring an electricity consumption 
curve from the existing electricity meter 
and retrieving data recorded in the 
product's memory after a few weeks (and 
transferring it to a PC). 

ptical reader is now compatible with all types of meters: smart 
meters (Linky), electronic (flashing diode), electromechanical 

upplied software (FM332Log_App) is easily installed not only on Windows 

even if the optical reader is disconnected from the battery box.
The .csv measurement file can be retrieved locally, without going through a server for decoding.
More industrialized, the new datalogger is offered at a more attractive price 

This tool is particularly well suited to engineering and control offices who want to carry out in
minute power values) measured over a period of a few weeks

   E-World show from June 21 to 23, 2022 in Germany

world show initially scheduled for last February will finally be held from June 21 to 23 in Essen, 

Fludia will of course take part in the new edition of this leading trade show 
services. 

Mark your calendars and come and meet Rémy Marot at the Business France 
to discover our latest solutions for measuring and 

collecting energy consumption and to discuss all your projects. 

world-essen.com/en/ 

Please feel free to send us your comments for the next edition. The FLUDIA team.
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A new datalogger version: the FM332Log replaces the FM300 

FM300 sensor, a datalogger for electricity meters was starting to be a little 

 operating systems, but also 

even if the optical reader is disconnected from the battery box. 
, without going through a server for decoding. 

 (€149 excluding tax). 

who want to carry out in-depth energy audits 
minute power values) measured over a period of a few weeks. 

World show from June 21 to 23, 2022 in Germany 

be held from June 21 to 23 in Essen, Germany. 

The FLUDIA team. 


